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Our logo
The WIS logo is composed of a symbol and a 
logotype set in Britannic Bold.

The horizontal logo is the primary logo and should 
be used in most instances. The stacked logo is for 
large-scale use. Avoid using at small sizes, as it can 
become illegible.

Always use the logo files provided. Do not re-create.

Logo TypeSymbol

Logo

Logo (A)

Logo (B) App Icon
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Legibility
An exclusion zone around the logo has been created 
to protect its integrity and make sure the logo is easy 
to read. 

The height of the “w” of the logo is taken as a guide 
to define the exclusion zone.

Minimum size online Minimum size offline

60px 20mm

Exclusion zone
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Optional Logo (as needed)
The marketing and communication teams can use the 
optional logos (C) & (D) as needed for specific usage 
such as: advertisement, video editing, letterhead, and 
brand marketing.

Logo (C)

Logo (D)
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Positive version Negative version

Logo for Joint Ventures and Subsidiaries
When needed, Joint Ventures and Subsidiaries can use the specific logo with their countries for country specific materials. 
See example of the WIS logo with Germany and France above.
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Positive & Negative
The figurative mark must remain blue in positive and 
negative versions of the logo.

This ensures the logo is recognisable. The 
wordmark varies between black and white 
depending on its application. 

The grayscale is to be used for documents 
containing black and white pictures with a 
lot of different shades in it, where contrast is 
important. The monochromatic should be used 
for documents with pure black and white pictures, 
where contrast doesn’t matter as much.

They should not be used in other circumstances.

Negative version

Positive version

Positive grayscale version

Positive monochromatic version

Negative grayscale version

Negative monochromatic version
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Don'ts
It is not allowed to alter the structure, color, 
proportions, elements or the direction of the logo.

Move elements Remove elements

Stretch or transform Add elements

Change colors Outline

Adding shadows Change the font
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Background colors
You should always try to use the positive 
(main) version of the logo. However, when the 
background is the same color as an element of the 
logo you can use the negative version. 

Avoid using the logo on a plain gray (or light 
color) background. If this cannot be avoided, use 
the black monocromatic version to ensure legibility.

Blue background

White background

Gray background
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Background images
Use the main (positive) version on light 
backgrounds. 

Use the negative version on dark backgrounds 
which do not contrast with the blue part of the 
logo. 

If the background picture is too complex, and it is 
difficult to read the logo, we strongly recommended 
using a different image. 

Use a solid corporate color label behind the logo if 
there is no other option.

Dark background

Light background

Complex background
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Logo color palette

Purple (Pantone 527)
CMYK C:75 M:100 Y:0 K:0
RGB R:102 G:45 B:145 
Hex 662d91

Blue
CMYK C:100 M:39 Y:0 K:26
RGB R:0 G:113 B:188 
Hex 0071bc

White
CMYK C:0 M:0 Y:0 K:0
RGB R255 G225 B225 
Hex FFFFFF

Dark Gray
CMYK C:79 M:74 Y:71 K:45
RGB R:51 G:51 B:51 
Hex 333333
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Color palette
(background)

Light Blue (Pantone 2726)
CMYK C:84 M:70 Y:0 K:0
RGB R:64 G:93 B:170 
Hex 405daa

Light Purple (Pantone 266U)
CMYK C:82 M:88 Y:0 K:0
RGB R:82 G:67 B:155 
Hex 52439b

Blue
CMYK C:100 M:39 Y:0 K:26
RGB R:0 G:113 B:188 
Hex 0071bc

Purple (Pantone 527)
CMYK C:75 M:100 Y:0 K:0
RGB R:102 G:45 B:145 
Hex 662d91

Black
CMYK C:0 M:0 Y:0 K:100
RGB R:0 G:0 B:0 
Hex 000000

Gray 
CMYK C:0 M:0 Y:0 K:40
RGB R:153 G:153 B:153 
Hex 999999
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Accessible color combinations

All examples shown on the right pass the contrast standards with 
the exception of small blue text on an aubergine background. Never 
typeset small blue text on aubergine.

White on purple

White on purple
Yellow on purple

Yellow on purple
Yellow on purple

Yellow on purple

Light Yellow
CMYK C:0 M:0 Y:84 K:56
RGB R:241 G:242 B:39
Hex F1F227

White
CMYK C:0 M:0 Y:0 K:0
RGB R255 G225 B225 
Hex FFFFFF

Dark Yellow
CMYK C:0 M:16 Y:100 K:0
RGB R:255 G:215 B:0
Hex FFD700

White on purple

White on purple
Yellow on purple

Yellow on purple
Yellow on purple

Yellow on purple

White on purple

White on purple
Yellow on purple

Yellow on purple
Yellow on purple

Yellow on purple
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Typography

The Helvetica Neue family can be used in all 
weights. It solves hierarchy issues in a easy and clean 
way. 

Use Helvetica Neue Light for generic content 
and Helvetica Neue Medium to highlight specific 
content. 

Helvetica Neue Light

abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz 
ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ 
0123456789‘ ?!”(%)#@ /&<-+÷×=> $€:;,.*

Helvetica Neue Medium

abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz 
ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ 
0123456789‘ ?!”(%)#@ /&<-+÷×=> $€:;,.*



Do you have any doubts?
Please feel free to contact us!

Email: marketing@worldinsign.com


